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IN BRIEF
Positive gains were recorded as markets look forward to the exit from lockdown despite
challenges to market risk appetite.
A plunge in the price of oil futures rippled across broader assets throughout the week.
There is still no concrete decision from EU leaders on what an EU recovery fund
will consist of.

OUR VIEW
Monday

Wednesday

Last week European and US markets rallied for their
second consecutive week for the first time since midFebruary. Positive gains were recorded as markets
look forward to the exit from lockdown despite two
key challenges to market risk appetite. First, Covid-19
continues to test Eurozone political unity, with the next
key date for Italian stress expected this Thursday where
an EU summit is expected to debate joint issuance to
provide region-wide stimulus. Second, concerns around
oil over-supply continue despite the recent OPEC+
production cut, as oil demand remains weak.

It was another risk off day for markets driven by three
factors: further weakness in the oil price, concern about the
EU Council meeting on Thursday and weaker US corporate
earnings. Equities sold off across the board however the
weakness was particularly pronounced in European
banks which were almost 50% lower since the start of the
year. The main focus of the market remains the oil price
however, and any hope that Monday had seen the last of
the technical squeeze was short-lived. Weakness was seen
across both WTI and Brent. Looking forward, while we
would expect Brent as a seaborne crude market to be able
to adapt more flexibly to the storage issues we have seen
in Cushing, there remains a risk to this market too and this
has weighed on sentiment further.

Tuesday
Global risk appetite faltered after a plunge in the price
of oil futures rippled across broader assets. There were
some extraordinary numbers on show with West Texas
Intermediate (WTI) crude oil contracts for May delivery
trading at almost -$40 as traders were forced to pay other
market participants to take oil off their hands. The negative
price was a reflection that with a collapse in near-term energy
demand, and a lack of storage space for WTI at Cushing, seen
as a land-locked pipeline crude, the cost of storage briefly
exceeded the value of the underlying commodity.
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Thursday
It’s not often that a geopolitical tension can lead to a
market rally but the comment by US President Donald
Trump that he had authorised US navy vessels to fire at
Iranian gunboats if they harassed US ships at sea, led to a
surge in the oil price that the equity market appreciated.
Markets were left to speculate that in the absence of a
demand increase or a supply cut this Presidential tweet
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may have been partially designed to support the oil
market. Elsewhere, a €2trn fiscal support package which
would be partially financed from the EU’s medium-term
budget but also via a temporary financing mechanism
was reported. This financing mechanism is effectively
joint-debt and something that the EU has previously
shied away from. Fiscal spending from the EU budget is
less politically complex and therefore something that
was more likely from the communique. Arguably it was
more likely that the monetary union of the Eurozone was
to adopt joint burden sharing than the full EU, so we have
taken this leak with a pinch of salt. Regardless the key
for sentiment will be progress and specifically progress
towards something that coronavirus-impacted Southern
countries are willing to sign up to.

Friday
The Euro began the day more strongly, however any
hope that the EU leaders summit would agree burden
sharing quickly evaporated and with it the gains in the
single currency. In many ways Thursday was textbook
Europe, gradual movement towards an almost inevitable
final goal however a lack of details which really signifies
a lack of agreement. The question appears to be whether
the payments to stricken nations will be treated as grants,
effectively handouts, or loans that need to be repaid.
Currently the debate is the ratio between grants and loans
and how the Fund is financed. Tellingly, there is no timing
yet as to when the Fund’s resources would be available to
member states. Whilst economists have differing views
on the shape of the post-coronavirus recovery, any delay
in an economic boost risks being too late to help Southern
bloc countries such as Italy.

FOLLOW US
You can keep up to date with our daily briefings on our website or, if you’re short
on time, we also post a 60 second video update from Edward Park, our Deputy CIO,
every morning, before 9am, offering a quick market overview.
Available via Twitter, LinkedIn and our web page.

Important information
Investors should be aware that the price of investments and the income from them can go down as well as up and
that neither is guaranteed. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. Investors may not get back
the amount invested. Changes in rates of exchange may have an adverse effect on the value, price or income of
an investment. Investors should be aware of the additional risks associated with funds investing in emerging or
developing markets.
The information in this document does not constitute advice or a recommendation and you should not make any
investment decisions on the basis of it. This document is for the information of the recipient only and should not be
reproduced, copied or made available to others.
Brooks Macdonald is a trading name of Brooks Macdonald Group plc used by various companies in the Brooks
Macdonald group of companies.
Brooks Macdonald Asset Management Limited is regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in
England No 3417519. Registered office: 21 Lombard Street, London EC3V 9AH. Brooks Macdonald Asset Management
(International) Limited is licensed and regulated by the Guernsey Financial Services Commission. Its Jersey Branch
is licensed and regulated by the Jersey Financial Services Commission. Brooks Macdonald Asset Management
(International) Limited is an authorised Financial Services Provider, regulated by the South African Financial Sector
Conduct Authority. Registered in Guernsey No 47575. Registered office: First Floor, Royal Chambers, St. Julian’s Avenue,
St. Peter Port, Guernsey GY1 2HH.
More information about the Brooks Macdonald Group can be found at www.brooksmacdonald.com.
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